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Why?

I built this deck as a supplement to my resume. My goal is to help you get a 

better sense of who I am, what drives me,  and what I can bring to your fund, 

early-stage company, or portfolio company. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/lf0nff8s6yn5rqa/merket%20-%20resume.doc?dl=0


Personal Life



About me
● I’m 37 and I live in Austin with my lovely wife of 10 

years, Jenn, and our amazing children Charlie (5) and 

Stella (2) 

● 2 years ago we moved to Austin from the Bay Area to 

be closer to family 

● I love to cook, hike, and explore new places 

● When I’m not with my family I’m usually helping my 

portfolio companies, trading stocks, or taking a hike 

around one of Austin’s many trails



Early years

● Raised in New Braunfels, Texas

● Learned to program at age 11 by reading the back of 14.4 baud 

modem handbook, and built my first website at 13

● Spent much of my high school days learning programming 

languages and reverse engineering software outside of school

● By 16 could confidently develop or read 13 software languages

● Developed a passion for solving complex problems, 

cryptography, and making money

Some of my early reading. I used to sit in the 
back of English class reading this book.



University

● Hone up on my design skills so I could 

design and code my own projects 

● Awarded the highest graphic design 

award for designing and launching a 

volunteer marketplace site (and literally 

wrote XMLHttpRequest objects by 

hand)



Professional Life



PDG+Creative

● Worked for a small design agency 

building websites in PHP, XHTML, and 

CSS 

● Developed a proprietary CMS, and sold 

annual recurring licenses to SMBs and 

mid-market companies 

● New business (primarily from Facebook 

jobs) nearly 10x’ed their revenue, and 

the firm was acquired shortly after I left

2005 - 2008



Facebook Platform

● Built a TechCrunch Facebook app 

● PDG+Creative became a top Facebook app 

shop overnight

● Became well known in the Facebook 

Platform community for always being 

helpful on IRC and developer forums

● Built and sold a number of Facebook 

Platform applications

2008



Facebook

● Recruited to the Facebook Connect team 

with Ethan Beard (Greylock, Ripple, Google) 

and Dave Morin (Slow Ventures) 

● Launched the first ever Facebook live stream 

event with President Obama and the 

Vancouver Olympics 

● Launched a new program called ‘Developer 

Fridays’ where we invited platform partners 

to Facebook and present to our engineering 

teams and meet Mark Zuckerberg 

2009-2010



MMTG Labs

● CEO and co-founder of MMTG Labs 

(Appstores.com), a white-label app store 

platform 

● Launched on-stage at TechCrunch 

Disrupt NY 2010 

● Raised $1.1M for investors such as 

Sequoia Scout Fund, Alfred Lin, and 19 

others

● Acquired by InMobi 2012

2010-2012



InMobi

● Director of Product and managed a 

cross-functional team in San Francisco and 

Bangalore 

● Relaunched MMTG Labs into InMobi 

AppGalleries

● Launched InMobi Native Ads 

● Built an internal community system dubbed 

‘Casa’ that allowed InMobi’s global workforce 

to collaborate more effectively 

2012-2014



Reddit

● One of the first Product Managers at 

Reddit 

● Redesigned the self-serve ad interface 

● Launched native ads into Alien Blue, 

mobile web, and the new official Reddit 

app 

● Launched a system that allowed Reddit 

users to vote on 10 nonprofits to receive 

10% of Reddit’s ad revenue

2014-2015



Amazon

● Joined Amazon Startup BD team - an elite team 

at Amazon that is composed of ex-founders and 

angels 

● Provided mentorship, advice, and introductions 

to startups at top accelerators such as Y 

Combinator, Techstars, and StartX

● We are also ‘boots on the ground’ for Corp Dev 

in our respective coverage areas. I am currently 

still at Amazon

2015-2019



Angel Investing



“"I've known Ryan for over 10 years, and in that time he has shown a 
passion for helping startups like few people I've met. He's a founder's 
investor. Someone who will sit on the CEO's side of the table through 
the good and the bad. This blend of past-operator experience and ability 
to empathize with founders allows him to get into deals that other 
angels and seed investors might not be able to. He gets founders and 
understands their needs. I'd absolutely work with him again in the 
future."

Angel invested in the Seed round at $8M valuation. 

Currently at $20M/month GMV as of 12/2018.

Ankur Nagpal
CEO/founder
Teachable 
teachable.com

http://teachable.com


“"Ryan is one of those rare angels who is actually a guardian angel. You 
feel comfortable discussing your challenges knowing he won't judge -- 
instead rally his network, experience and insights to help you break 
through the challenge and beyond. His perspective on growth is a 
superpower matched only by his empathy for us as founders. He 
knows what it's like to be in the trenches. I think of Ryan as a true force 
multiplier: he keeps getting us to think about not just doubling our 
outputs but 10X-ing them. Easy to say, hard to do -- so uses real-world 
parallels he's experienced first-hand. Bottom-line: Ryan is more action, 
less talk."

Trent Bigelow, CEO/co-founder, Track, Inc (San Francisco, CA)

Invested in their angel round at $3M valuation 

Just received undilutable grant from the AARP for $3.4M and another 
$2M in Seed commit

Trent Bigelow
CEO/co-founder 
Track Technologies, Inc
http://track.tax 

http://track.tax


“"I’ve gotten to know Ryan both while he was at Reddit and in the years 
after. I’ve found him to be an passionate entrepreneur with a great eye 
for talent and companies, and a savvy advisor to the companies he 
works with."

I reported directly to Steve during my time at Reddit.

Steve Huffman
CEO/co-founder 
Reddit
http://reddit.com

http://reddit.com


Candidly

““"Ryan is the best kind of investor; understands what it means to be an 
operator, knows how to provide feedback and highly connected. We are 
exploring partnership options with a major channel partner because 
Ryan sent a note directly to their CEO!"

Sam E. Ulu, Candidly.com, CEO/founder (Austin, TX)

Invested in their angel round at $3M and again on their Seed bridge at 
$5M. 

On track to raise a large Seed in 2020.



AllStacks

“““Ryan invested in [us/Allstacks] with speed and conviction. I was 
impressed with how quickly he was able to see the value in what we are 
doing and then how he brought to bear his leverage to help us close the 
rest of our round. When Ryan invests in your company he does so with 
eyes wide open giving you more attention than seems possible for 
everything he has his hands in. We value investors with operating 
experience over everything as we find they bring pragmatic strategy 
and execution help and Ryan squares that philosophy. While we have 
taken money from a handful of investors at this point, Ryan continues 
to be our first choice for help, counsel, and strategic support. Always 
our go to.”

Hersh Tapadia, CEO/Co-founder of AllStacks (Raleigh, NC)

Invested in their $1.2M seed round at $5M valuation



Threatcare

“““I've met many investors that talk a big deal but don't follow through on 
their promises. Ryan is an exemplary mentor and investor. He over 
delivers on his word and has provided me with connections and 
meetings that have blown my mind.

Anything Ryan does is at near real time, I ask for something and it's in 
my inbox. Ryan and I happened to be in the Bay at the same time last 
year and he arranged a meeting with VC I've been trying to connect 
with for years on a few hours notice. I honestly don't know how he does 
it and I swear to God I'm not making this up. Ryan is the man! I love 
working with him.”

Marcus Carey, CEO/Founder of Threatcare (Austin, TX)

Invested in their $1M seed round at $3M valuation



Notable 
Investments

Teachable
Invested at $8M valuation 
Currently $220M ARR
~25x ROI

YoDerm
Invested at $3M valuation 
SignalFire led $5M Series A at $30M post
~10x ROI

Percy.io
Invested at $7M valuation 
Accomplice.VC led $2M seed

Track, Inc
Invested at $3M valuation 
Received $3.4M grant from AARP 
(effectively their seed)



Exited
Investments

Able Lending
Acquired by Fundbox

TeacherTalent
Acquired by EBQuickStart

Balanced Payments
Acquired by Stripe

Freshplum
Acquired by TellApart, Inc.

Respondly
Acquired by Buffer



450% Return 
Since 2013 I’ve made 16 direct investments into startups

5 out of 16 have been acquired

Zero (0) have died

10 have raised up rounds



Deal Flow Sourcing

● Ex-employee networks from Facebook, Reddit, 

and Amazon

● Active in the ‘fb mafia’ -- a group of 

ex-Facebook employees who angel invest and 

share deals 

● Developed relationships with the top 

accelerators around the US and seen as an 

invaluable asset to most of those programs due 

to my mentoring and advice I have given their 

startups throughout the years



Deal Flow Secret Sauce

Amazon AWS sees almost every company first. Every 

startup needs servers. The teams responsible for 

giving these startups resources to be successful also 

know (based on AI/ML models) which are more likely 

to succeed. These teams are mandated to give these 

startups introductions to investors -- and they are all 

extremely close to me, as we were peers. After leaving 

Amazon, I will check in with these teams on a regular 

basis and keep these relationships strong.

UNFAIR  
ADVANTAGE



Relationships

● Built relationships with some of the best VCs in 

the industry. 

● Most of these relationships have been forged 

through actual work experience - not 

conferences. 

● In my role at Amazon, I was personally 

responsible for making over 2 dozen 

introductions from our customers to my 

investor network that resulted in funding.  



Contact

ryanmerket@gmail.com

+1-510-926-5725

@merket

linkedin.com/in/ryanmerket

mailto:ryanmerket@gmail.com
http://twitter.com/merket
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ryanmerket

